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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2293655A1] The plasma cutting torch head comprises an upstream end and a downstream end and a metallic ring (3) rotatably and
translationally mounted at the upstream end of the torch head, and an electrode, a nozzle and a protective cover (4) at its downstream end. The ring
comprises a coupling unit (5) to cooperate with a receiving unit (6) arranged on the torch head for connecting the ring to the head so as to prevent
any rotation of the ring around the torch head. The coupling unit is arranged at the peripheral edge of the ring and on the side of the downstream
end of the torch head. The plasma cutting torch head comprises an upstream end and a downstream end and a metallic ring (3) rotatably and
translationally mounted at the upstream end of the torch head, and an electrode, a nozzle and a protective cover (4) at its downstream end. The ring
comprises a coupling unit (5) to cooperate with a receiving unit (6) arranged on the torch head for connecting the ring to the head so as to prevent
any rotation of the ring around the torch head. The coupling unit is arranged at the peripheral edge of the ring and on the side of the downstream
end of the torch head, and provides expansion of the edge of the ring projecting axially toward the downstream portion of the torch head. The
receiving unit comprises a flat side, a housing or a gate to cooperate with one expansion of the wall of the ring for obtaining a blockage of the
rotation of the ring on the torch head. The expansions are obtained by machining the material of the ring, cutting or grinding the edge of the ring. The
ring further comprises a thread formed on the inner surface to secure the torch head to a torch body (2). The mechanically coupling unit is engaged
in the receiving unit to block the rotation of the ring. Independent claims are included for: (1) an assembly formed of a plasma cutting torch head;
and (2) a process for plasma arc cutting.
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